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Friends
 
Don't say i haven't seen you
I often want to talk to you
Yeah I feel good, really good
I feel blessed when I see smiling you
 
Don't say you ignored me
Hope you really liked real me
If its true i feel good, real good
I feel blessed, i feel peace inside me
 
 
Though roads are different
We all are traveller
Though you crossed my road
Though our destiny may not be same
I feel really missed when you are gone
Yeah I like your company
Hope you like mine
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Hazy Eyes
 
You set alight the place
Oh! It stoke me inside
Hazy eyes discontented till numb
It's high time eyes needs to collide
 
Hide and seek with curves of your smile
Just for the hell of it searching reason behind the shine
It never rains but it pours
Dream on about you and I'm on cloud nine
 
Last but one  be my moonshine
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Lilies
 
Violets on her eyes
Roses on her lips
But then
Lilies tempted me
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Moonshine
 
Cry Angel Cry
Today is the day of Sorrow
Dark cloud will not last forever
As dawn hits dusk and night falls
Moon will shine for you
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Tales Of Sun
 
There she smiles as
half cutted moon
Half as bright
Where I am longing
for twinkle of star
Though far away from
Skys the limit
Where i wanna fly
closer than ever
Then brightens up
The Inner sun
Closer to the moon
Peace feels the sun
Waiting on her to shine full! !
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Your Picture
 
Yeah,
   It wasn't easy to erase you
 
Treachery destiny clutched smile
 
If not,
     Why would I howl.
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